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Overview
The BikeAway Warrior is a galvanised steel bicycle locker which stores the bike vertically. There is no metal-to-metal 
contact between the bike and locker and the bike is stored safely off the ground. Therefore, this locker is a popular option 
for schools, colleges and large organisations. 

Warrior is supplied fully assembled with floor fixing bolts included making it easy to fit either inside a building or 
externally, crucially taking up the minimum of space. The locker has a very small foot print (680mm by 1150mm) achieved 
by holding the bike vertically using a patented sliding hoop which secures onto the front tyre. This system ensure that 
there is no metal to metal contact with the bike. Warrior has been designed to house various sized bicycles whilst taking 
up the minimum of floor space. Even very tall bikes can be stored with the removal of the front wheel (this will only apply 
to around 5% of bicycles on the road and these often have a quick release mechanism). 

BikeAway has no branding on the exterior of locker so it can be personalised, if desired. To comply with the ‘Gold’ security 
standard of Sold Secure, however, the locker must retain the name ‘Warrior’. The Warrior is powder coated in dark green 
RAL6005 as standard. Specific colours can be requested at point of ordering.

Features & Benefits
 � Sold Secure Bicycle Gold

 � Space efficient – small footprint

 � Easy-to-use and suitable for use in schools  

 � 12 lockers fit into two standard car parking spaces.

 � Coloured in RAL6005 (British Racing Green) other RAL  
 colours are available for large quantities.

Dimensions in mm
Width 680
Depth 1150
Height 1900 to 2000

BikeAway Warrior Bike Locker
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